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Abstract. We describe a tutorial that demonstrates the use of the ACL2
theorem prover. We have three goals: to enable a motivated reader to
start on a path towards effective use of ACL2; to provide ideas for other
interactive theorem prover projects; and to elicit feedback on how we
might incorporate features of other proof tools into ACL2.
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Introduction

The name “ACL2” [14] stands for “A Computational Logic for Applicative Common Lisp” and refers to a functional programming language, a formal logic, and
a mechanized proof system. It was developed by the authors of this paper, with
early contributions by Bob Boyer, and is the latest in the line of “Boyer-Moore”
theorem provers [2, 3] starting with the 1973 Edinburgh Pure Lisp Prover’ [1].
The ACL2 logic and programming language are first-order and admit total
recursive function definitions, and are based on a non-trivial purely functional
subset of the Common Lisp [20] programming language. Thus, ACL2 can be built
on many Lisp platforms. We have extended this subset in some important ways,
in no small part because ACL2 is written primarily in itself! Extensions include
additional primitives; a program mode that avoids proof obligations; a state with
applicative semantics supporting file I/O and global variables; and applicative
property lists and arrays with efficient under-the-hood implementations.
This extended abstract describes a one-hour tutorial, not presented here, but
accessible from the “demos” link on the ACL2 home page [14]. Our ambitious
goal is to create effective ACL2 users. Of course, no such system can be absorbed
deeply in just one hour, so we point to useful documentation and references.
Our focus on demos and references suits a second and probably more important
goal of this talk, given that most in our audience will already be committed to
their favorite theorem prover: To provide a sense of ACL2 interaction that could
provide ideas for other interactive theorem prover projects. Conversely, we hope
that this introduction to ACL2 will stimulate suggestions for how to improve
ACL2 by incorporating ideas from other proof tools.
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About ACL2

We invite the reader to browse the ACL2 web pages starting with the home
page [14], to find: papers on applications and on foundations; tutorials and demos; documentation; mailing list pages; and other useful information.
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The remaining sections summarize a few ACL2 demos and ACL2 features
that they illustrate. In those demos we will refer to sections of the online hypertext user’s manual [16] with the notation “see documentation”. This note skips
the logical foundations [12, 13], focusing instead on the use of ACL2. We conclude this section with a few words about how the ACL2 proof engine attempts
an individual proof and how ACL2 supports interactive proof development.
Figure 1 shows the ACL2 proof engine as an orchestrated collection of automated tactics, including a simplifier that incorporates conditional congruencebased rewriting as well as decision procedures.
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Fig. 1. The ACL2 Waterfall, highlighting the Simplifier

Proof attempts often fail at first! Figure 2 illustrates user interaction with
ACL2. The user submits a definition or theorem, which ACL2 attempts to prove
using definitions and rules stored in the logical world, a database that includes
rules stored from definitions and theorems. If the attempt succeeds, then ACL2
makes a corresponding extension to its logical world. Otherwise, ACL2 provides
output that can suggest lemmas to prove, and it also offers a variety of other
proof debugging tools [15]. Ultimately, a completed proof may be checked by
certifying the resulting books: input files of events, in particular definitions and
proved theorems. Books can be developed independently and combined into
libraries of rules that are valuable for automating future proof attempts.
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Demo: Basics of Interaction with ACL2

This demo develops a proof that for a recursively-defined notion of permutation,
the reverse of a list is a permutation of the list. We illustrate how to use ACL2
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Fig. 2. Basic ACL2 Architecture

interactively, specifically highlighting several aspects of using ACL2. We use a
shell running under Emacs, but an Eclipse-based interface is available [7].
– Top-down proof development (see the-method [11]), using simplification checkpoints to debug proof failures
– Helpful proof automation, in particular conditional rewriting with respect
to equivalence and congruence relations and a loop-stopper heuristic
– Library development and local scopes
– The proof-checker goal manager
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Demo: A JVM Model

Next, we demonstrate the so-called M5 model of the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM). In the process we illustrate several aspects of ACL2:
–
–
–
–
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Library re-use via include-book
Namespace support through Lisp packages
Efficient evaluation supporting simulation of models
Lisp macros, providing user-defined syntax

Demo: Proof Debugging and Theory Management

This short demo shows how ACL2 can help to identify rules that slow it down.
–
–
–
–

Management of theories (disabling and enabling rules)
Helpful suggestions from the tool
Accumulated-persistence for statistics on rule use
DMR (Dynamic Monitoring of the Rewrite stack)
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Concluding Remarks

Below is a partial list of useful ACL2 features not mentioned above, many of
them requested by users. For more about ACL2, see the home page [14].
– a primitive for user-installed executable counterparts [9]
– proof control [10], including user-installed metatheoretic simplifiers, usersupplied syntactic conditions for rewrite rules, and dynamically computed
hints
– traditional tactics (macro-commands) for the proof-checker
– partially-defined functions (see encapsulate) and, mimicking second-order
logic, functional instantiation [5, 13]
– a defpun utility [18] for defining non-terminating tail-recursive functions,
built on top of ACL2 with macros
– capabilities for system-level control, such as user-defined tables, state with
applicative semantics, and an extended macro capability (make-event) useful
in defining templates for creating events
– guards, which may be viewed as a general, semantic replacement for types
– many modes and switches (see switches-parameters-and-modes)
– hooks to external tools [17], built on a trust tag mechanism (defttag) [6]
– experimental extensions others have initiated, to support:
• Real numbers (through non-standard analysis) [8]
• Hash cons, function memoization, and applicative hash tables [4]
• Parallel evaluation [19]
– more debugging tools, e.g. to trace or to inspect the rewrite stack
– diverse tools for querying the logical database (see history)
– quantification via Skolemization (see defun-sk)
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